
We have made a slice of pizza using the GM173 
and then slumped it into a bowl. Perfect for 
serving snacks on for guests during Football 
season! Get all three triangle molds and make a 
nest of pizza bowls! All of the glass used in this 
tutorial is fusible and COE 96.
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Super Bowls!
...Treat your guests to snacks in a pizza bowl!

Turn the GM173 or GM174 or GM175 over onto a piece of Almond sheet glass. Use a marker to trace the shape of the 
mold onto the glass and cut the glass out along these lines (image 1). 

Cut 1-1.25” wide wavy strip of Pale Amber as long as the top of the triangle for the crust. Nip the strip into several sections 
and place these pieces on the top of the triangle as the crust. Nip any over hang of Pale Amber from the edges of the 
triangle (image 2).  

Sprinkle F2 Cherry Red Trans frit to fill the portion of the triangle that doesn’t have the crust (image 3).

Sprinkle a bit of F2 Fine Marigold here and there on the Cherry Red (image 4). 

Sprinkle some F2 and/or F3 Ivory here and there and add F5 Ivory pieces to represent mozzarella cheese (image 5). 

Cut 6-7 one inch squares of Terra Cotta Opal glass. Use a mosaic nipper to nip the corners off each square, continuing 
around until the pieces are round similar to pepperoni (image 6). 

Place the round Terra Cotta pieces onto the triangle. Lift several pieces of the F5 Ivory pieces to place an edge on some of 
the Terra Cotta pieces (image 7). 

Cut 7-8  half inch squares of Black Iridized glass. Use a mosaic nipper to nip corners off of each square, continuing around 
until the pieces are roundish similar to black olives. Scatter the Black Iridized glass with the Iridized surface up on the pizza 
piece (image 8).

Use a mosaic nipper and nip little slivers and small triangle shapes off of a strip of Fern Green Opal glass. These will repre-
sent green pepper pieces on the pizza. Scatter the pieces of Fern Green onto the triangle (image 9). 

Sprinkle a bit of F2 Medium Amber onto parts of the crust and a bit here and there over the other areas of the pizza (image 
10 & 11).

Place the glass on kiln shelf paper (image 12) in a kiln and firing using the firing schedule provided in Table 1 .
Treat the mold with glass separator and place the slump mold on 1” kiln posts in the kiln. After the glass has cooled, place 
the glass on the mold in a kiln (image 13) and fire using the firing schedule provided in Table 2.

Materials used:
CPI Mold GM173, GM174 & GM175
COE96 Sheet Glass: Almond, Pale Amber, 
Terra Cotta Opal, Black Iridized and Fern 
Green.
COE96 Frits: F2 Cherry Red Transparent, F2/
F3 Ivory,  F5 Ivory, F2 Marigold and F2 
Medium Amber.
Mosaic Nippers.

*Images and Tables are on page 2*
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Table 1 Tack Firing
Schedule*
Seg Rate Temp F Hold
1 275 1215 20
2 50 1250 30
3 275 1330 10
4 350 1410 5

Table 2 Slump Schedule*
Seg Rate Temp F Hold
1 275 1215 10
2 50 1250 10
3 9999 950 60

Image 1 Image 2 Image 3 Image 4

Image 5 Image 6 Image 7 Image 8

Image 9 Image 10 Image 11 Image 12 

Image 13
Slumped Pizza

*Before you fire and slump please 
click here to read important firing 
notes.
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